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Abstract
In this paper a class of stochastic multiple-objective programming problems with one quadratic, several
linear objective functions and linear constraints has been introduced. The former model is transformed into
a deterministic multiple-objective nonlinear programming model by means of the introduction of random
variables’ expectation. The reference direction approach is used to deal with linear objectives and results in
a linear parametric optimization formula with a single linear objective function. This objective function is
combined with the quadratic function using the weighted sums. The quadratic problem is transformed into
a linear (parametric) complementary problem, the basic formula for the proposed approach. The su7cient
and necessary conditions for (properly, weakly) e7cient solutions and some construction characteristics of
(weakly) e7cient solution sets are obtained. An interactive algorithm is proposed based on reference direction
and weighted sums. Varying the parameter vector on the right-hand side of the model, the DM can freely
search the e7cient frontier with the model. An extended portfolio selection model is formed when liquidity
is considered as another objective to be optimized besides expectation and risk. The interactive approach is
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1. Introduction
Many interactive algorithms for multiple-objective decision-making problems have been proposed,
all of which can be used for solving linear problems. Since random factors exist everywhere, it is very
meaningful to extend research from deterministic problems to stochastic nonlinear multiple-objective
problem. In 1896, Pareto formulated the foundations of multi-criteria optimization using reference
relations and weighting coe7cients. As a result, he opened an entire Deld of research. Weighting
coe7cients play, therefore, a central role in the contemporary paradigm of multi-criteria analysis: all
necessary and su7cient conditions for multiple-objective optimization, all equilibrium and trade-oEs,
all utility maximization are basically related to weighting coe7cients. When formulating the founda-
tions of the general economic equilibrium theory, it was assumed that a consumer would maximize
a utility function representing his or her favorite ordering of commodity bundles, which, in the equi-
librium, directly corresponds to Pareto weighting coe7cients forming a linear approximation of the
utility function. This was the most satisfactory development of economic theory and still a contem-
porary part of its basic paradigm. It has also been conDrmed in empirical studies for an axiomatic
basis of preference orderings and utility or value theory at a high mathematical level. But there is a
problem to consider: economic theory is concerned with averages of thousands of decisions, not with
a single decision. Although thousands of consumers do behave on the average as if they maximized
an aggregated utility function, no individual consumer behaves exactly that way. Hence, the utility
and value theory do not describe in detail how a single decision is made. Therefore, many researchers
have realized the need to Dnd an alternative approach. Salukvadze and others considered that the use
of utopia points represented some unattainable aspiration levels. In 1980, Wierzbicki [11] proposed
the use of reference points of the objective functions in solving multiple-objective optimization.
Reference objectives is a very practical means for solving a number of problems such as Pareto
optimality testing, scanning the test of Pareto optimal solutions, computer–man interactive solving
of multiple-objective problems, group assessment of solutions of multiple-objective optimization or
cooperative game problems, or solving dynamic multiple-objective optimization problems. Korhonen
and Laasko [4] proposed a new interactive method for solving multiple-criteria mathematical pro-
gramming, using reference goals or aspiration levels, which was originated by Wierzbicki. Moreover,
entire basic theory of multiple-objective optimization, e.g., necessary and su7cient conditions of op-
timality and existence of Pareto optimal solutions, etc., can be developed with the help of reference
objectives instead of weighting coe7cients or utility (value) functions.
Since the 1970s, interactive multiple-objective decision-making has developed quickly and become
an important section in decision theory. Because of its wide existence in many Delds, such as
technology, management, etc., it attracts more and more researchers’ attention. Firstly, since it is not
necessary to know about the DM’s preference, it can be used to tackle with more decision problems.
Secondly, by means of the interactive communication between analyzer and decision-maker, the
latter can change his or her preference to obtain the most satisfactory decision. Up to date, several
dozens of procedures and computer implementations have been developed to solve multiple-criteria
problems. In principle, many of the procedures can be used in multiple-objective linear (MOLP)
and nonlinear (MONLP) programming problems, such as, GeoErion–Dyer–Feinberg method [3],
interactive TchebycheE method, and reference point method. However, to generate nondominated
solutions in nonlinear problems is much more complicated than that in linear problems, which
make it harder to develop interactive approach to nonlinear problems. For linear problems, many
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multiple-criteria decision support systems exist: for example, ADBASE, TRIMAP, and VIG. These
systems enable a DM to evaluate nondominated solutions interactively, and thus to control a search
process.
Fortunately, not all nonlinear problems are di7cult to solve. For instance, a class of multiple-
objective problems with one quadratic and several linear objectives which is to be optimized subject
to linear constraints, can be solved almost as exactly as a linear one. This kind of problem was called
a multiple-objective quadratic-linear programming problem (MOQLP) by Rhode and Weber [9]. In
this paper, Rhode and Weber developed an approach based on the weighted sums of the objective
functions. The linear combination of the quadratic objective and linear objectives are optimized with
linear complementarity formulation. For each set of weights, the method produces a nondominated
solution. However, since the method is not designed for interactive use. It does not provide the
DM with the information how to Dnd more nondominated solutions, which are, to some extent,
related to the DM’s preference structure. In 1997, Korhonen and Yu [5] proposed an interactive
approach, enabling the DM to freely search nondominated solutions of MOQLP. The approach is
based on the idea to combine two most common principles to scalarize multiple objectives: the use of
reference directions and weighted sums. The reference direction approach is used to deal with linear
objectives. It results in a linear parametric optimization formulation with a single linear objective
function. This linear objective function is then combined with the quadratic function with the use
of the weighted sums. As a result, the quadratic problem is transformed into a linear (parametric)
complementary problem, the basic formula for the proposed approach. Varying the parameter vector
on the right-hand side of the model, the DM can freely search the e7cient frontier with the model.
In reality, because stochastic phenomenon exists everywhere, coe7cients in multiple-objective
decision-making model are always random variables, so it is very meaningful to focus attention
on stochastic multiple-objective decision-making problem (SMOQLP). The paper is organized as
follows: In Section 2, the preliminary considerations have been discussed. In Section 3, Drstly, the
(SMOQLP) model has been introduced, then the approach has been developed and the construction
character of the weakly e7cient solution set has been discussed, and Dnally, we give the interactive
algorithm. In Section 4, we proposed an extended portfolio selection model (EVL). In Section 5, a
practical example is given. Section 6 is the conclusion with some remarks.
2. Preliminary considerations
2.1. Weighting coe5cients
We will use the following notation for index sets: K = {0; 1; : : : ; k}; N = {1; 2; : : : ; n}; M =
{1; 2; : : : ; m}. We denote the objective function vector by f(x) and refer to its components as follows:
f(x)=[f1(x); f2(x); : : : ; fn(x)]T, the weighting coe7cients vector by : =[1; 2; : : : ; n]T; ¿ 0,
the feasible set by X . The multiple-objective optimization problems
max f(x)
s:t: x∈X (2.1)
weighting coe7cients for objective functions are widely used to convert multiple-objective optimiza-
tion problems into a single-objective optimization problem. The objective of the single objective
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problem is called a scalarizing function. The problems can be written as
max Tf(x)
s:t: x∈X: (2.2)
If ¿ 0, then the solution vector x of model (2.1) is an e7cient solution, but if we allow that
¿ 0, then the solution vector is a weakly e7cient solution.
2.2. Achievement function
In 1980, Wierzbicki [11] proposed the use of an achievement (scalarizing) function to project
any given (feasible or infeasible) point g∈Rk onto the set of nondominated solutions. The point
g is called a reference point, and its components represent the desired values of the objective
functions (only if k=n). These values are called aspiration levels. The simplest form of achievement
function is s(q; g; w)=max{(gk−qk)=wk ; k ∈K}, where w¿ 0 is a k-vector of weights, g∈RK , and
q∈Q = {f(x) | x∈X }. We get model (2.3) by use of achievement function
min s(g; q; w) = minmax
{
gk − qk
wk
; k ∈K
}
s:t: q∈Q = {f(x) | x∈X }:
(2.3)
By minimizing s(g; q; w) subject to q∈Q. We Dnd a weakly nondominated solution vector q∗.
However, if the solution is unique for the problem, then q∗ is nondominated. To guarantee that
only nondominated (instead of weakly nondominated) solutions will be generated, more complicated
forms for the achievement function have to be used. Another possibility is to use a lexicographic
formulation [8].
2.3. Quadratic programming and linear complementary problem
Consider the following (QP) problem:
(QP)
min f(x) = 12x
TQx + cTx
s:t: Ax = b; x¿ 0:
(2.4)
We use Fp to denote feasible set, Sp denotes solution set, then Sp= {x | x∈Fp; f(x)6f(y); ∀y∈
Fp}, where Q∈Rn×n; A∈Rm×n; b∈Rm; c∈Rn.
Denition 2.1. Suppose x∗ is a feasible point; if the following Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions are
tested; we say x∗ ∈Fp is a Karush–Kuhn–Tucker point.
(1) (x∗; y∗; z∗) is a feasible point of the following (QD) problem:
(QD)
max d(x; y) = bTy − 12xTQx
s:t: ATy + s− Qx = c; x; s¿ 0: (2.5)
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(2) The complementary condition is veriDed
(x∗)Ts∗ = 12(x
∗)TQx∗ + cTx∗ − bTy∗ − 12 (x∗)TQx∗ = 0: (2.6)
We can change the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions into another form:
xTs= 0;
Ax = b;
−ATy + Qx − s=−c;
(x; y; s)∈ (Rn+;Rm;Rn+): (2.7)
If Q is a semi-positive-deDnite matrix, x∗ is an optimal solution if and only if x∗ is a Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker point.
Denition 2.2. Given a p×p matrix M and a vector q (q∈Rp); the linear complementary problem
is to Dnd vector z and w (z; w∈Rp) such that
w −Mz = q;
w¿ 0; z¿ 0;
wjzj = 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; p: (2.8)
Actually, Dnding a Karush–Kuhn–Tucker point of (QP) problem is connected with the linear
complementary problem. If we suppose
M =
(
0 A
−AT Q
)
; z =
(
v
x
)
; q=
(
b
c
)
; w =
(
0
s
)
;
then Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions could be changed into the following generalized linear com-
plementary problem:
w −Mz = q;
w; z¿ 0;
wTz = 0: (2.9)
3. Stochastic multiple-objective quadratic-linear programming (SMOQLP)
There are more than one objective to be optimized simultaneously in vector optimization or
multiple-objective programming problems. So, compared with a decision-making model with one
objective, it is harder to obtain e7cient solutions of a multiple-objective decision-making model.
From 1980 to now, multiple-objective programming developed quickly and had constructed a strong
theoretical foundation. At the same time, it also has wide practical use in real life. Although economic
problems always have nonlinear characters, which bring heavy di7culty, a special kind of MONLP
problem can be solved easily. In 1980, Rhode and Weber [9] Drstly introduced a multiple-objective
programming with one quadratic and several linear objectives, which are to be optimized subject to
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linear constraints. The problem is called a multiple-objective quadratic-linear problem (MOQLP). It
also has wide use in practical problem, such as portfolio selection, etc.
While multiple-objective programming has been studied and researched widely, more and more
scholars focus on stochastic programming because of the widely existing random factors. Up to date,
many algorithms have been proposed, such as genetic algorithms.
In this paper, we will consider MOQLP problem under uncertainty condition, and introduce a
class of stochastic multiple-objective quadratic-linear programming (SMOQLP) model:
(SMOQLP)
min V (x; w) = 12x
TD(w)x
max l(x; w) = C(w)x
s:t: A′(w)x6˜b(w);
x¿ 0
(3.1)
in which w is a t-dimensional random variable:
C(w) =


c11(w) c12(w) · · · c1n(w)
c21(w) c22(w) · · · c2n(w)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ck1(w) ck2(w) · · · ckn(w)

=


C1(w)
C2(w)
...
Ck(w)

 ;
Ci(w) = (ci1(w) ci2(w); : : : ; cin(w)); Ci(w) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; k) is an n-dimensional random variable,
Ci(w)∈Rn, D(w) = (dij(w))n×n; dij(w) (i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k) is a random variable, A′(w) = (A′1(w); : : : ;
A′m(w))T, A′i(w) (i=1; 2; : : : ; m) is an n-dimensional random variable, A′i(w)∈Rm, bi(w) (i=1; 2; : : : ; k)
is a random variable. We use the notation “max” which means all linear objective functions must
get maximal values simultaneously. We use the notation “6˜” to mean that in some occasions “¿”
is permitted.
Usually, we may tackle stochastic programming by the following three methods: (1) expectation
model; (2) chance constrained programming which was proposed by Charnes and Cooper [1]; (3)
dependent chance programming proposed by Liu [7]. In order to keep their linear characters, we
make use of the expectation model to change the stochastic problem into a deterministic MOQLP
problem. Now, we consider the following model:
min EV (x) = 12x
TE(D(w))x
max El(x) = E(C(w))x
s:t: E(A(w))x6E(b);
x¿ 0;
(3.2)
where E denotes expectation operator. Here we can use the notation 6 to replace 6˜ when we
change the model (3.1) into an expectation model (3.2).
3.1. Basic concept and explanation
We will denote the objective function vector by f(x) and refer to its components as follows:
f(x) =
(−EV (x)
El(x)
)
= (f0(x); f1(x); : : : ; fk(x))T:
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The problem can now be written as
max f(x)
s:t: x∈X = {x∈Rn |E(A(w))x6E(b(w)); x¿ 0}; (3.3)
where X is a feasible set.
We deDne e7ciency, weakly e7ciency, and proper e7ciency for a point x0 ∈X in the usual
manner.
Denition 3.1. x0 ∈X is said to be an e7cient solution if and only if there is no x∈X such that
f(x)¿f(x0) and f(x) 
=f(x0).
Denition 3.2. x0 ∈X is said to be a weakly e7cient solution if and only if there is no x∈X such
that f(x)¿f(x0).
Denition 3.3. x0 ∈X said to be the proper e7cient solution if it is e7cient and if there is a scalar
M ¿ 0 such that for each k ∈K; we have (fk(x)− fk(x0))=(fj(x0)− fj(x))6M for some j such
that fj(x0)− fj(x)¿ 0 whenever x∈X and fk(x)− fk(x0)¿ 0 [2].
The objective function vector q∈Q = {q | q = f(x); x∈X } corresponding to (weakly=properly)
e7cient points are called (weakly=properly) nondominated solutions.
3.2. The construction of interactive algorithm
Let us consider problem (3.4) by Drst ignoring the quadratic function:
max El(x) = ECx
s:t: x∈X = {x∈Rn |E(A(!))x6E(b(!)); x¿ 0}: (3.4)
Let g∈Rk be an aspiration level vector for linear objective function in (3.4). By applying the
achievement scalar function, a weakly e7cient solution corresponding to linear objective function
can be found as a solution of the following LP problem:
min '
s:t: ECx + 'w¿ g;
x∈X:
(3.5)
Based on the use of scalarizing function, we may present the optimization problem for the linear
functions in the form (3.4) and thus the original problem can be written as
min EV (x) = 12x
TEDx
min '
s:t: ECx + 'w¿ g;
x∈X:
(3.6)
In (3.6), we have transformed an original problem to the problem with one linear and one quadratic
function. To solve the two objective problems above, we use weighted sums as a scalar function,
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and formulated the problem as follows:
min ( 12x
TEDx + (1− ()'
s:t: ECx + 'w¿ g; x∈X; (∈ (0; 1): (3.7)
Lemma 1. x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7) for some (∈ (0; 1) if and only if x∗ is the properly
e5cient solution of problem (3.6).
Proof. See; e.g.; [3; Theorem 2; p. 620].
Theorem 1. x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7) for some g∈RK and (∈ [0; 1] if and only if x∗
is a weakly e5cient solution of problem (3.2).
Proof. Assume x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7) for some g∈RK and (∈ [0; 1]. We show that
x∗ is a weakly e7cient solution of problem (3.2).
Suppose x∗ is not a weakly e7cient solution of problem (3.2). Then ∃x∈X such that EV (x)¡
EV (x∗) and ECx¿ECx∗. Hence, it follows that
'(x∗) = max
{
gk − ECkx∗
wk
; k ∈K
}
¿max
{
gk − ECkx
wk
; k ∈K
}
= '(x) (3.8)
indicating that
( 12EV (x
∗) + (1− ()'(x∗)¿( 12EV (x) + (1− ()'(x) (3.9)
which contradicts that x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7).
Assume that x∗ ∈X is a weakly e7cient solution of problem (3.2). We have to prove that ∃g∈Rk
and (∈ [0; 1] such that x∗ is an optimal solution to (3.7). First, we show that x∗ ∈X is also a weakly
e7cient solution to (3.6), when we choose g=ECx∗. Suppose that ∃x∈X such that EV (x)¡EV (x∗)
and '(x)¡'(x∗). Because g=ECx∗ ⇒ '(x∗)=0⇒ '(x)¡ 0⇒ ECx∗¡ECx, which contradicts that
x∗ ∈X is a weakly e7cient solution of problem (3.2), therefore, it follows that ∃(∈ [0; 1] such that
x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.6) (see, e.g., [17, p. 221]).
Theorem 2. x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7) for some g∈RK and (∈ (0; 1); then x∗ is an
e5cient solution of problem (3.2).
Proof. Assume x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7) for some g∈RK and (∈ (0; 1). We show that
x∗ is an e7cient solution of problem (3.2). Suppose x∗ is not an e7cient solution of problem (3.2);
then ∃x∈X such that(−EV (x)
ECx
)
¿
(−EV (x∗)
ECx∗
)
;
(−EV (x)
ECx
)

=
(−EV (x∗)
ECx∗
)
: (3.10)
That is to say that EV (x)6EV (x∗); ECx¿ECx∗; and at least one of the following inequalities come
into existence; EV (x)¡EV (x∗); ECx¿ECx∗. If EV (x)¡EV (x∗); it follows that '(x∗)¿ '(x).
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If ECx¿ECx∗, it follows that '(x∗) = max{(gk − ECxk)=wk ; k ∈K}¿'(x). It indicates that
(EV (x∗) + (1− ()'(x∗)¿(EV (x) + (1− ()'(x) (3.11)
which contradicts that x∗ ∈X is an optimal solution to (3.7), so x∗ is an e7cient solution of problem
(3.2).
If (¿ 0, dividing the objective function of problem (3.7) by ( and writing  = (1=() − 1, then
we can present the problem in the following form:
min 12x
TEDx + '
s:t: ECx + '!¿ g; x∈X; ¿ 0: (3.12)
To search the nondominated frontier of problem (3.12), we parameterize  and g, and formulate
the parameterization problem as follows:
min 12x
TEDx + (+ tU)'
s:t: ECx + '!¿ g+ tUg;
EAx6Eb;
x¿ 0; + tU¿ 0;
(3.13)
where (+ tU)¿ 0. By varying U and Ug we may search a nondominated frontier.
For each given t; U and Ug∈Rk , we may use the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions of quadratic
programming, and reduce the problem to a linear complementarity problem [6]. Because in our
model (3.13) ' is not positive and in a standard reduction all variables are nonnegative, we write
'= '+ − '−; '+¿ 0; '−¿ 0; '+'− = 0. The linear complementary formulation can be given as
−EDx + ECTy − EATz + *= 0;
!Ty + ++ = + tU;
!Ty − +− = + tU;
−ECx − ('+ − '−)!+ ,=−g− tUg;
EAx + -= Eb;
x; y; z; *; '+; ++; +−; ,; -¿ 0;
*ixi = 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
++'+ = 0;
+−'− = 0;
,jyj = 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k;
-hzh = 0; h= 1; 2; : : : ; m: (3.14)
In formulation (3.14), we have two equations:
!Ty + ++ = + tU; ++¿ 0; (3.15)
!Ty − +− = + tU; +−¿ 0 (3.16)
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implying that necessarily ++ = +−= +=0. Thus the linear complementary formulation can be given
as
−EDx + ECTy − EATz + *= 0;
!Ty + + = + tU;
−ECx − '!+ ,=−g− tUg;
EAx + -= Eb;
x; y; z; *; ,; -¿ 0; + = 0;
*ixi = 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
,jyj = 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k;
-hzh = 0; h= 1; 2; : : : ; m: (3.17)
In the matrix form, we may write

*
+
,
-

=


ED 0 −ECT EAT
0 0 −!T 0
EC ! 0 0
−EA 0 0 0




x
'
y
z

+


0

−g
b

+ t


0
U
−Ug
0



 *,
-

¿ 0;

 xy
z

¿ 0;


x
'
y
z


T

*
+
,
-

= 0; + = 0: (3.18)
3.3. The construction character of weakly e5cient solution set
We will denote the (weakly) e7cient solution set by (Ew(f; X ))E(f; X ). According to [11], we
will denote the (weakly) e7cient point set by ('w(Y ))'(Y ).
Theorem 3.6. Given Y ⊂ Rm a closed set; Y 
=0 if 'w(Y ) 
=0 then 'w(Y ) is a closed set.
Proof. Consider a convergent point series {yk} ⊂ 'w(Y ) and limk→∞ yk = y˜. We show that
y˜∈ 'w(Y ). Because {yk} ⊂ 'w(Y ) ⊂ Y and Y is a closed set; so it is obvious that y˜∈Y . Assume
y˜ 
∈ 'w(Y ); then ∃y′ ∈Y such that y˜ − y′ ∈ intRm+. So ∃N ∈{1; 2; : : :} such that yN − y′ ∈ intRm+;
which indicates yN 
∈ 'w(Y ) and it contradicts that {yk} ⊂ 'w(Y ).
Theorem 3.7. Given Ew(f; X ) a weakly e5cient solution set; f :X → Rm is a continuous vector
function and Ew(f; X ) 
=1; then Ew(f; X ) is a closed set.
Proof. This proof is easily obtained based on the former theorem.
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3.4. The interactive procedure for (SMOQLP)
Step 1: Ask the DM to specify (subjective) lower and upper bounds (approximate ranges) for all
objectives; let gl; gu ∈Rk denote these values for the linear objectives, and let dl; du ∈R, denote
these values for the quadratic function. DeDne w = gu − gl, set iteration counter h = 0 and h = 0.
Consider problem formulation
min 12x
TEDx + (h + tUh+1)'
s:t: ECx + 'w¿ gh + tUgh+1;
EAx6Eb;
x¿ 0;
(3.19)
where initially, t=0;Uh+1=0; gh=gu, and Ugh+1=0. Compute the minimum value for the quadratic
function: EVmin=EV (xh), and qh=ECxh, and redeDne dl=EVmin. If qhi ¡gli, then redeDne gli=q
h
i . The
problem is solved by using the general linear complementary formulation (3.13). This formulation
is also used in all subsequent considerations. Set h= h+ 1.
Step 2: Ask the DM to specify a new reference direction Ugh, and to respond to the following
question: Are you willing to accept more or less risk, and how strongly? Based on this information,
Uh is speciDed. If the DM would like to reduce risk, Uh¡ 0; and if he=she is willing to take
more risk to have better values for linear objectives, Uh¿ 0. The magnitude of Uh depends on
the strength of the DMs preference. If the DM is not willing to give new parameters: Uh and Ugh,
Stop: the most preference values for the objective functions are obviously: EV (xh−1) and ECxh−1.
Step 3: Determine the change Uxh in xh−1 as the function of the parameter Uh and Ugh, and
determine the range of [t1; t2] for t, which preserves the feasibility of the current basis. Construct
the function:
EV (xh−1 + tUxh) = 12(x
h−1 + tUxh)TED(xh−1 + tUxh)
= 12[x
(h−1)TEDxh−1 + 2tx(h−1)
T
EDUxh + t2Uxh
T
EDUxh]
=EV (xh−1) + txh−1EDUxh + 12 t
2Uxh
T
EDUxh; (3.20)
EC(xh−1 + tUxh) = ECxh−1 + tECUxh: (3.21)
Step 4: Display the trajectories of the objective functions EV (xh−1 + tUxh) and EC(xh−1 + tUxh)
to the DM for evaluation, when t ∈ [t1; t2] using e.g., the interface in the example in the next section.
Step 5: Ask the DM to evaluate the criterion values and to choose the most preferred solution.
Suppose that the most preferred solution is found with t = t∗.
Step 6: Update: xh = xh−1 + t∗Uxh; gh = gh−1 + t∗Ugh; h = h−1 + t∗Uh; h= h+ 1 and t = 0,
If t∗ ∈ [t1; t2), then go to step 2: otherwise perform a requisite basis change, go to step 3.
4. Extended portfolio selection model
Markowitz [8], one of the Noble Prize Winners in 1990, founded modern portfolio selection theory
in 1952. In his paper, he discussed to lower the investment risk as much as possible under a certain
expectation return rate. Usually, expectation return rate and risk are two fundamental factors investors
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Fig. 1. Expectation return and risk selection of Dnancial asset.
are facing. The usual Dnancial assets are, short bonds, common stock, preferred stock, government
and corporation bonds, options, futures, etc. Their expectation return rate and risk measures relations
are displayed in Fig. 1.
The line is inclining up, horizontal axis denotes risk, and vertical axis denotes expectation return.
With the increase of risk, expectation return will also increase. Only when expectation return in-
creases enough to compensate for the additional risk, then rational investors may choose to invest.
“RF” denotes the risk-free asset, such as short bonds. Its return is Dxed in holding time and its risk
is zero.
DiEerent investors have diEerent investment behaviors. If investors are not inclined to accept
any risk, they will prefer the risk-free asset; or else they will choose risky asset. Usually, rational
investors will disperse their money in saving accounts, bonds and stocks. But the ratio depends on
their preference.
Sometimes, investors may consider other factors besides expectation return and risk, such as
liquidity. Stock has high expectation of return, high risk, but its liquidity is bad; saving accounts has
no risk, high liquidity, but its expectation return is rather low; all kinds of bonds are just between
stocks and saving accounts.
In this section, we suppose investors prefer high liquidity assets. So investors will make a balance
among expectation return, risk and liquidity. Based on the classical mean-variance model (EV ), we
introduce an extended portfolio selection model (EVL). If investors choose n kinds of securities
to invest (the Drst m securities are stocks, the last one is saving accounts, others are bonds), let
the random variable ri denote return rate, its expectation value is Ri (=Eri) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n); R =
(R1; R2; : : : ; Rn)T. Let 6i denote the standard deviation, the covariance of ri to rj is 6ij, so we
have 6ij = 7ij6i6j; (i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n) in which 7ij presents relevant coe7cient between ri and rj. Its
covariance matrix is
D =


611 612 · · · 61n−1 0
621 622 · · · 62n−1 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6n−11 6n−12 · · · 6n−1n−1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0


;
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in which 6nn=0; 6in=6nj=0; (i; j=1; 2; : : : ; n−1). D is called the risk matrix, which is a symmetric
matrix. The classical mean-variance (EV ) model is
(EV )
min 62 = xTDx
max WR= RTx
s:t: FTx = 1;
x¿ 0;
(4.1)
where F = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)Tn .
In the extended portfolio selection model (EVL), we added a new linear objective function L =
pTx=(p1x1+p2x2+· · ·+pmxm)+(pm+1xm+1+· · ·+pn−1xn−1)+pnxn, in which
∑n
i=1 pi=1; pi¿ 0,
p = (p1; : : : ; pm; pm+1; : : : ; pn−1; pn)T; p is a weighting vector, pi is a function of the ith security
liquidity. If the liquidity is higher pi is greater, otherwise pi is smaller. p is given by investors and
it reXects investors’ consideration about liquidity preference. So, we proposed the extended portfolio
selection model (EVL):
(EVL)
min 62 = 12x
TDx
max WR= RTx
max L= pTx;
s:t: FTx = 1; x¿ 0;
(4.2)
where F = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)Tn .
5. Practical analysis
According to the portfolio selection theory, investors should increase the number of stocks and
distribute reasonably in order to reduce nonsystem risk. Now, we select seven kinds of common
stock from Shanghai stock market to analyze. We select “Linbo Zhongbai”, “Qinglin Cement”, “Lu
Shihua”, “TOP Software”, “Yanjing Beer”, “Qingdao Double-star”, “Guhan Groups” stock. And
these stocks cover almost all Delds from electronics, food, light, industry, clothing, and cement to
application electronic product Delds. In the mean time, we consider a kind of risk-free asset (such
as saving account) and two kinds of bonds. Original data were obtained from the monthly gain rate
of all kinds of stock and from the yearly reports between 1998 and 1999 follow Table 1.
Table 1
All kinds of stock expectation return rate and variance
Stock Linbo Qinglin Lu TOP Yanjing Qingdao Guhan Bond Bond RF
name Zhongbai Cement shihua software beer Double-star group A B Asset
Wri (%) 11.11 17.78 2.22 18.28 12.6 10.15 6.72 5.75 6.1 2.25
62i (%) 12.35 6.42 18.27 12.6 17.07 13.38 3.41 1.33 2.45 0
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The risk matrix is D
D =


12:35 −8:64 9:88 −8:43 9:42 −1:47 4:29 −0:96 15:2 0
−8:64 6:42 −8:15 5:13 4:56 5:83 −6:72 0:78 3:42 0
9:88 −8:15 18:27 −8:14 2:32 −4:12 −1:85 1:34 0:795 0
−8:43 5:13 −8:14 12:6 −8:43 7:47 −4:67 −0:679 8:09 0
9:42 4:56 2:32 −8:43 17:07 7:33 −3:18 −0:547 0:323 0
−1:47 5:83 −4:12 7:47 7:33 13:38 −3:84 −0:478 0:616 0
4:29 −6:27 −1:85 −4:67 −3:18 −3:84 3:41 0:107 0:464 0
−0:96 −0:78 1:34 −0:679 −0:547 −0:478 0:107 1:33 11:23 0
15:2 3:42 0:795 0:809 0:323 0:616 0:464 11:23 2:45 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


Weighting coe7cient vector is P.
P = (0:069; 0:092; 0:046; 0:096; 0:086; 0:068; 0:06; 0:145; 0:151; 0:197)T:
So, we obtain a practical model:
min 12x
TDx
max {11:11x1 + 17:78x2 + 2:22x3 + 18:28x4 + 12:6x5 + 10:15x6 + 6:72x7 + 5:75x8
+6:1x9 + 2:25x10}
max {0:069x1 + 0:092x2 + 0:046x3 + 0:096x4 + 0:086x5 + 0:068x6 + 0:06x7 + 0:145x8
+0:151x9 + 0:197x10}
s:t:
10∑
i=1
xi = 1;
xi¿ 0 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 10):
Using the proposed interactive algorithm, we can obtain the e7cient solution of the practical
model:
x∗ = (0:0453; 0:0706; 0:0273; 0:0703; 0:078; 0:045; 0:0534; 0:169; 0:1665; 0:2746)T:
Thus, the investor can distribute his money in ratios: such as “Linbo Zhongbai”, “Qinglin Cement”,
“Lu Shihua”, “TOP Software”, “Yanjing Beer”, “Qingdao Double-star”, “Guhan Groups”, Bond A,
Bond B, saving account 4.53%, 7.06%, 2.73%, 7.03%, 7.8%, 4.5%, 5.34%, 16.9%, 16.65%, 27.46%,
respectively.
We notice that there are inDnite combinations in the e7cient frontier, and not all combinations are
optimal for each investor. How to select optimal combination depends on investor’s preference. So
it is reasonable that investors participate in decision-making and continually revise their preferences
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according to practical conditions. This shows that the interactive algorithm is an eEective algorithm
in solving portfolio selection problems.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have introduced an SMOQLP and have proposed an interactive algorithm. The
procedure is based on a reference direction approach with the use of weighted sums. The idea to
specify a reference direction for linear functions using weighted sums to combine a quadratic objec-
tive with the linear ones leads to the parametric linear complementarity formulation. The approach
enables DMs with a possibility to evaluate the values of objective functions (quadratic and linear)
on a generated (weakly) nondominated curve corresponding to a given reference direction vector for
linear functions and the weight for a quadratic objective function.
When investors consider expectation return, risk and liquidity simultaneously, an extended portfolio
selection model (EVL) is proposed. Finally, a practical example is analyzed and an e7cient portfolio
selection is obtained.
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